LEGAL PROVISIONS TO BLOCK www.alislam.org
1. Relevance of this URL with Anti qadyani specific Laws:
a. Violation of 298 B 1(a) [as per PECA 2016 Clause 28 and Part II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group,
lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or
written (post), or by visible representation (images and video)); addresses, mirza ghulam qadyani and his predecessors,
as "Ameer-ul-Mumineen", "Khalifa-tul-Mumineen", Khalifa-tul-Muslimeen", Sahaabi" or "Razi Allah Anho"; (on this front
page and http://www.alislam.org/v/6458.html , http://www.alislam.org/quran/ )

b. Violation of 298 B 1(b) [as per PECA 2016 Clause 28 and Part II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group,
lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or
written (post), or by visible representation (images and video)); addresses, someone else, as "Ummul-Mumineen"; (in child
URL http://www.alislam.org/r.php?q=ummul%20momineen ).

c. Violation of 298 B 1(c) [as per PECA 2016 Clause 28 and Part II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group,
lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or
written (post), or by visible representation (images and video)); addresses, someone else, as Ahle-bait; (on this front
page or in child URL http://www.alislam.org/library/articles/new/TruthAboutEclipses.html )

d. Violation of 298 B 1(d) [as per PECA 2016 Clause 28 and Part II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group,
lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or
written (post), or by visible representation (images and video)); calls, their place of worship as "Masjid" (or make
minarets like Masajid); (in child URL http://alislam.org/wallpapers/ , https://www.alislam.org/v/10088.html ,
https://www.alislam.org/v/10080.html )

e. Violation of 298 B 2 [as per PECA 2016 Clause 28 and Part II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group,
lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or
written (post), or by visible representation (images and video)); refers to the mode or form of call to prayers as "Azan",
or recites Azan as used by the Muslims; (on this front page)

f. Violation of 298 C [as per PECA 2016 Clause 28 and Part II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group, lahori
group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]: This URL, directly and indirectly, {poses qayanies as
Muslims, and refers to, their faith as Islam}, and {preaches or propagates their faith, and invites others to accept his
faith (by this URL/website in Pakistani Cyberspace)}, and it {outrages the religious feelings of Muslims}. This URL uses
Muslim’s uses Muslim’s terminology Salah for qadianies and Kalimah depicing as qadiani kalma (LHC decision 1592B of 1987
by Justice Rafiq Tarar when qadianies wore Kalimah on badges). (on this front page)

Punishment under 298-B/C:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL [PECA 38]) must be punished with imprisonment of
either description for a term which may extend to three years with fine [also written in Schedule II, Act V of 1898].
g. Why this qadiani URL must be blocked? Website/URL be immediately blocked and letter be written to Muslim TRAs for
global blocking. Any qadiani ID, Websites and Network must be blocked, may some apparent blasphemy not be detected when
seen by layman; as it helps in his ideology propagation. “qadianies are traitors to Islam and country and they use
disparaging language for Holy Prophet Muhammed (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be Upon Him” (Thoughts and reflections of
Iqbal, page 306, by Syed Abdul Vahid and page 297 – 1973 edition). Saying oneself ahmedi/qadiani is itself blasphemous as
it is admittance of 1) depicting oneself Muslim 2) refuting last Holy Prophet Hood of our Beloved Holy Prophet Muhammed
(May Allah’s Peace and Blessings be Upon Him) 3) accepting false prophecy of mirza. Qadianism and its propagation on
internet is strictly prohibited on internet due to following:
i. *298-C:As this URL preaches or propagates qadiani faith, and invites others to accept this faith (in Pakistani
Cyberspace).
ii. *99-A CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 1898 (ACT V OF 1898) [as per Part III para 4 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani
group, lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance, 1984]. qadyani publications (websites, child URLs,
apps, pdfs etc) are forfeited (eligible to be blocked): (1) Where-(a) any newspaper (e-newspaper, tv channel on internet),
or book (post, pdf etc) as defined in the Press Newspaper news Agencies and Book Registration Ordinance 2002, and (b) any
document (as per sub section 2 it includes painting, drawing or photograph, or other visible representation (video,
picture)); wherever printed (may be on internet), appears to the Provincial Government to contain (qadiani) matter which
promotes and is intended to promote, which is deliberately and maliciously intended to outrage the religious feelings of
Muslims, by inputting the Islamic beliefs, that is to say, any matter the publication of which is punishable under Section
295-A [or Section 298-A or Section 298-B or Section 298-C] of the Pakistan Penal Code, the Provincial Government may, by
notification in the official Gazette stating the grounds of its opinion, declare every copy of the issue of the newspaper
containing such platter and every copy of such book or other document to be forfeited to Government (i.e., to be blocked
by PTA),and thereupon any police officer may seize the same wherever found in Pakistan (also in cyberspace of Pakistan)
and any Magistrate may by warrant authorize any police-officer not below the rank of sub-Inspector to enter upon and
search for the same in any premises where any copy of such issue or any such book or other document may be reasonably
suspected to be.

iii. *PECA 2016 [Clause 28]: PECA supports 295 to 298 PPC. So, as per PECA,99-A CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 1898 (ACT V
OF 1898) also applies.
iv. *PECA 2016 [Clause 37: Unlawful online qadiani content]: The Authority (PTA) will remove or block or issue directions
for removal or blocking of access of qadiani URLs to an information through any information system; as it is necessary
for the interest of the Glory of Islam [violation of 295-A/B/C, 298-A/B, against Article 19 of Constitution, Decision of
Supreme Court Of Pakistan, 1993 SC.M.R 1718] and the integrity of Pakistan [blasphemy endangers integrity of Pakistan as
indicated in IHC detailed court order of W.P 739 of 2017] or public order or decency/morality [as indicated in IHC detailed
court order of W.P 739 of 2017], and in relation to commission of and incitement to an offence under PECA [blasphemy (PECA
28(298-B/C)), Cyber Terrorism (PECA 10b,12), Hate Speech (PECA 11)]. 10,000 Muslims embraced Shahadat in 1953 only in
Lahore against qadiani nefarious activities. Apex court decision directed qadianies to refrain from blasphemy to guarantee
law and order [Zaheer ud Deen vs State 1993 SCMR 1718]. qadianism is subversive movement which deceitfully claims to be
Islamic sect. (National Assembly Parliament Debates Vol 4, 1974).
2. Relevance of this URL with other Laws:
a. Violation of Article 19 of Constitution: This qadiani URL is a cause for disruption in public order/ decency/ against
interest of glory of Islam (as indicated in IHC detailed court order of W.P 739 of 2017).
b. Violation of 298 A: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or written (post), or by visible representation (images
and video)); gives title to, someone else, as "Ummul-Mumineen" or Ahle-bait or Khulafa-e-Rashideen, "Khalifa-tul-Mumineen"
or Sahaaba; The misuse of title is also indirect defiling.
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL [PECA 38]) must be punished with imprisonment of
either description for a term which may extend to three years with fine.

c. Violation of 295: This URL defiles place of worship (Masjid by misuse of name), and object held sacred (Quran by
misinterpreting), with intent to insult Islam, with the knowledge that Muslims are likely to consider defilement as an
insult to Islam. (http://www.alislam.org/quran/ , http://www.alislam.org/quran/view/?page=389&region=P8 )
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (with knowledge and willfully propagating this URL [PECA 38]) must be
punished with imprisonment of two years, with fine.
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d. Violation of 295 A: This URL (by words, either spoken (audio) or written (post), or by visible representation (images
and video)); by deliberate and malicious acts intended to outrage religious feelings of Muslims by insulting Islamic
beliefs. This URL means/depicts mirza ghulam qadyani by word "Jesus" or "Messiah".
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL [PECA 38]) must be punished with imprisonment of
[Ten] years, and fine.

e. Violation of 295 B: This URL has apps/posts which provide wrong/misinterpreted translations of Holy Quran, which is
defiling of Quran. with imprisonment for life. (on this front page or in child URL http://www.alislam.org/apps/ )
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL) must be punished with imprisonment of life.

f. Violation of 295 C (Criminal Law (Amendment) Act 1986 and Amendment of Schedule II, Act V of 1898), 298 B [as per Part
II para 3 of Anti-Islamic Activities of quadiani group, lahori group and ahmadis (Prohibition and Punishment) Ordinance,
1984, Decision of Supreme Court Of Pakistan, 1993 SC.M.R 1718]: This URL (directly and indirectly by words, both spoken
(audio) and written (post), by imputation, innuendo, and insinuation, and by visible representation (images and video)),
misuses (hence defiles) the Sacred Name and Title ("The Last Prophet") of Holy Prophet Muhammed (May Allah's Peace and
Blessings be Upon Him). It means/depicts mirza ghulam qadyani by word "Muhammmad" especially when used in Kalimah/ Quran,
betraying ordinary people as they cannot comprehend. This URL depicts twisted/misinterpreted concepts of Khatme Nubuwwat
(twisting words by saying Nubuwwat has ended but zilli nubuwat continues). It uses the uses the word "Prophet" for mirza
ghulam qadyani. (http://www.alislam.org/urdu/library/2234/index.html )
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (with knowledge and willfully propagating this URL [PECA 38]) must be
punished with death with fine.

g. Violation of 298: This URL by words, and making sound (audio lectures) in the hearing of Muslims and makes gestures in
the sight of Muslims (video lectures of) and places this URL (object) in the sight of all Muslims, with deliberate intent
to wound Islamic feelings of Muslims.
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL) must be punished with imprisonment of 1 year with
fine.
h. Violation of PECA [Clause 10 b, 12; Cyber Terrorism]: This URL intends to advance interfaith/sectarian hatred. Blasphemy
is terrorism (Since this blasphemy directly hurts the emotions of all Muslims, sub-section (f) and (p) of Section 6 of
the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 also apply and is a cause for disruption in public order/ decency/ against interest of glory
of Islam (against Article 19 of Constitution) (as indicated in IHC detailed court order of W.P 739 of 2017). Since,
qadianies are blasphemers (by violating 298B/C and due to misusing (hence defiling) the Sacred Name of Holy Prophet
Muhammed (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be Upon Him) and Sayyeduna Eesa Alyhissalam as they depict mirza ghulam qadyani
by word "Muhammmad" and "Messiah"), so, qadiani URLs are cyber terrorism spreaders. "So, if any ahmadi, is allowed by the
administration or the law to display or chant in public (or on internet), the 'Shaa'ire Islam, it is like creating a
Rushdi' out of him. Can the administration in that case guarantees his life, liberty and property and if so at what cost?
Again, if this permission is given to a procession or assembly, on the streets or a public place, it is like permitting
civil war." (Decision of Supreme Court Of Pakistan, 1993 SC.M.R 1718: by Mr. Justice Abdul Qadeer Ch, Mr. Justice Muhammad
Afzal Lone, Mr. Justice Wali Muhammad Khan, Mr. Justice Saleem Akhtar, Mr. Justice Shafi-ur -Rehman)
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL) must be punished with imprisonment of 14 years
with 50 Mn fine.
i. Violation of PECA [Clause 12; Cyber Terrorism]: People behind this URL invite/motivate to recruit/fund/plan of qadiani
cyber terrorism.

Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL) must be punished with imprisonment of 7 years
with fine.
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Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL) must be punished with imprisonment of 7 years
with fine.
k. Violation of PECA [Clause 15 Hate Speech]: This URL produces, makes, generates, adapts, exports, supplies, offers
supply and imports videos, pdfs, apps and data with confirm intent to be used to commit and assist in commission of
blasphemy [PECA 28(298-B/C)], Cyber Terrorism [PECA 10b,12], Hate Speech [PECA 11].
Punishment:
Owner, contributors, host, domain provider, ISPs (propagating this URL) must be punished with imprisonment of 0.5 years
with 50000 fine.
l. Violation of PECA [Clause 33,34]: Warrant for Search/Seizure and disclosure of content due to commission of blasphemy
[PECA 28(298-B/C)], Cyber Terrorism [PECA 10b,12], Hate Speech [PECA 11].
m. Violation of PECA [Clause 38,48]: ISPs will be subject to criminal liability if with knowledge and willfully propagating
this qadiani URL. Non-licensed to be imprisoned for 0.5 years with 10 Mn fine and licensed as per Pakistan Telecommunication
(Re-organization) Act, 1996.
n. Violation ATA 97: Since qadiani blasphemy directly hurts the emotions of all Muslims, sub-section (f) and (p) of Section
6 of the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 also apply (as indicated in IHC detailed court order of W.P 739 of 2017, and in Decision
of Supreme Court of Pakistan, 1993 S.C.M.R 1718).
o. Violation of Article 106(3), 260(3)a,b of Constitution of Pakistan: This URL declares qadianies as Muslims which is
against Constitution of Pakistan (qadianis declared kafir in Second Amendment in Act, 1974, N.A. Bill No. 29 of 1974,
Amendment of Article 106 clause (3), Article 260(3)a,b of the Constitution, as qadianies do not believe in the absolute
and unqualified finality of the Prophethood of Holy Muhammad (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be Upon Him), and mirza
ghulam qadiani is false claimant as a Prophet.)

p. Displaying badge by qadiani bearing Kalimah is not only u/s 298-C but falls under 295-C offence. mirza ghulam qadiani
proclaimed himself "Muhammad Rasoolullah" (aik ghalti ka izala, auienai kamalate islam, tablighe risalat written by mirza
ghulam qadiani) and his followers wear Kalimah believing him such, thus defiling Name of Holy Prophet Muhammad (May
Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon Him). This is gravest contempt and insult to Holy Prophet Muhammad (May Allah's Peace
and Blessings be upon Him). [LHC Judgement, 1592-B of 1987]. Displaying badge by qadiani bearing Kalimah is offence. [QHC
Judgement, Criminal revision 42 of 1987, Ch. Muhammad Hayat v. state]( http://www.alislam.org/urdu/library/2204/index.html(

q. Use of words "Salam, Nikah Masnuna, Inshaa Allah, Bismillah, Nahmaduhu wa nusalli alaa Rasulihil Kreem" are prohibited
for qadianies u/s 298-C. mirza ghulam qadiani declared non-qadianies as kafir and proclaimed to be Adam, Ibrahim, Moosa,
Isa and Muhammad or Ahmad (AlyhimussalaoWassalam). qadianies viualize/keep in mind mirza ghulam qadiani when they utter
the word Muhammad and they send drood on mirza ghulam qadiani. By doing so they defile fair Name of Holy Prophet Muhammad
(May Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon Him). (ref books: haqiqtul vahi,ruhani khazain vol 18 & 19, tuhfa golarvia,
taryaqul qulub, zamima anjame athum, aik galti ka izala, tazkira, Dafi ul bala, durre sameen, kishtie Nooh alyhissalam,
tableeghe Risalat, nazoole Maseeh alyhissalam). mirza ghulam qadiani said Khatme Nubuwwat will not be affected due to his
prophethood as he was none else but Muhammad in zilli/broozi form. By sending durood on mirza ghulam qadiani, qadianies
treat him equal to Holy Prophet Muhammad (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon Him) and thereby relegate Holy Prophet
Muhammad (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon Him) to the position of mirza ghulam qadiani; which is defiling - u/s
295C. [LHC Judgement, Crl.M 2162/B & 2163/B of 1992, 1992 PCr. LJ 2346](http://www.alislam.org/alfazl/london/19970808.pdf)

r. qadiani banners, loudspeakers, slogans, badges, buntings, pamphlets, posters, service of food, gates, writing on walls,
celebrations (propagation) are not allowed as they incite/injure Muslim feelings. 298-C is not against human rights in
Article 20 which gives right to profess only in bounds of morality and qadiani acts are immoral due to public order.
Propagation of their faith is resisted by people in general to keep mainstream of faith unpolluted in order to maintain
integrity of Ummah. While doing so right to profess by qadianies in no matter stands violated [LHC Judgement, W.P 2089 of
1989, CM 5577 & 2049 of 1989, PLD 1992 Lhr 1]
s. qadianies do shirt fir Risalat (i.e., sharing of Prophethood of Holy Prophet Muhammad (May Allah's Peace and Blessings
be upon Him)). mirzaghulam qadiani injure feelings of Muslims by saying he deserves durood in his book tazkrah. By saying
durood, qadianies equate him with Holy Prophet Muhammad (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon Him) and this is defiling
due to lowering status to mirza ghulam qadiani. mirza ghulam qadiani declared Jehad haram. [LHC Judgement, Cr Misc 140/B
of 1994]

t. Wearing badge of Kalimah by qadiani means claiming Muslim u/s 298-C. Salah, preaching, uttering words like "Milad un
Nabi (May Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon Him), NasruminAllah, Salam, Kalimah" comes u/s 298-C. 298-C is consistent
with Article 19 (freedom of speech),20 (freedom to pofess religion), 25 (equality of all before law) due to Article 2-A
of constitution (Qrardade Maqasid) as qadianies outrage Muslims. Using proprietary intellectual property (trademarks
containing emblem or title and or descriptions) by others is an offence. Coca cola will not allow to sell to anyone even
few ounces. qadianies deceive and violate intellectual property rights of Muslims.There is a law to protect title and
resemblance of quaid e azam. qadianies when pose Muslims, indirectly claim legal rights of Muslims. Article 20
says...subject to public order and morality...right to profess...Article 19 guarantees freedom of speech subject to glory
of Islam/morality. So, anything in fundamental right which violates injuctions of Islam (Quran o Sunnah), stands repugnant.
For Kalimah, qadianies believe mirza ghulam qadiani is Muhammad incarnate. This all qadianies represent in celebrations.
"So, if any ahmadi, is allowed by the administration or the law to display or chant in public (or on internet), the
'Shaa'ire Islam, it is like creating a Rushdi' out of him. Can the administration in that case guarantees his life,
liberty and property and if so at what cost? Again, if this permission is given to a procession or assembly, on the
streets or a public place, it is like permitting civil war." It is not mere guess work, it happened many a time with
colossal loss of life and property (Munir's report). Reason is that when qadianies display in public, on a placard, a
badge or a poster or write on walls or ceremonial gates or buntings, the "Kalma", or chant other 'Shaa'ire Islam', it
would amount to publically defiling the name of Holy Prophet and also other Prophets (alyhimussalatowassalam), and exalting
the name of Mirza Sahib, thus infuriating and instigating the Muslims so that there may be a serious cause for disturbance
of the public peace, order and tranquility and it may result in loss of life and property. The preventive actions in such
situations are imperative in order to maintain law and order and save loss or damage to life and property particularly of
qadianies.
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(https://www.alislam.org/v/3857.html )

